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The world marks one year of the Covid-19 pandemic with both hope and apprehension. New coronavirus variants threaten to undo the halting progress of the past year, while new vaccines raise the
prospect of an end to the crisis. Yet even when the pandemic does subside, we must reckon with the
fact that the society that emerges will be profoundly different than the one that came before it. In
myriad ways, daily life as we know it will have been fundamentally, and permanently, transformed.
In an effort to document, contextualize, and understand the impacts of the pandemic as they unfolded, in April 2020, the Social Science Research Council launched the Virtual Research Center
on Covid-19. This multifaceted initiative is an effort to bring this knowledge of the social sciences
to bear on the various changes that have been prompted or hastened by the pandemic.
Among these transformations was a rapid expansion of the use of surveillance technology in public health. Many of these efforts, while critical to slowing the virus’s spread, also raised difficult
questions about how to balance privacy with transparency, the individual with the collective, and
urgency with deliberation. To address these issues, in June 2020, the Council convened the Public
Health, Surveillance, and Human Rights Network, an international group of forty leaders in
industry, civil society, government, and academia who shared their diverse experiences and expertise in a series of discussions over the course of two months.
The virus’s rapid spread necessitated equally swift responses in the form of closures, mask mandates, and large-scale data collection. As the world hurtled toward a markedly new normal, the
network meetings provided an opportunity to pause and consider the implications of the changes
we were witnessing for privacy, human rights, and justice worldwide. Surveillance and the ‘New
Normal’ of Covid-19 is a distillation of these cross-sector, transnational conversations.
This report, and the deliberations that inform it, would not have been possible without the support of an array of stakeholders. I am deeply grateful, first and foremost, to the members of the
PHSHR Network for this work. Many thanks as well to the members of the Council’s SSRC staff,
especially David A. Banks, Alexa Dietrich, Rebecca Tave Gluskin, Clara Hanson, Ronald Kassimir,
Renee King, Duncan Omanga, Michael Miller, and Vina Tran. The network was made possible by
a partnership with the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the Ford Foundation, and
the Henry Luce Foundation.
Scientists and technologists have rapidly developed critical tools that promise to end this pandemic. But implementing these tools effectively and equitably requires a deep understanding of
the complex social, economic, and political processes undergirding diverse societies across the
globe. While countries and communities have taken diverse tacks to addressing the pandemic, this
moment is a stark reminder of our interconnectedness.
Only by pooling our collective knowledge—across disciplines, across sectors, and across nations—
will we overcome this crisis while advancing the common good and emerging stronger as a result.
This report signals a first step towards those efforts.

Alondra Nelson
President
January 2021
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Covid-19 pandemic has dramatically altered the way nations around the world use technology in public health. As the virus spread globally, some nations responded by closing businesses, shuttering schools, limiting gatherings, and banning travel. Many also deployed varied
technological tools and systems to track virus exposure, monitor outbreaks, and aggregate
hospital data.
Some regions are still grappling with crisis-level conditions, and others are struggling to navigate the complexities of vaccine rollouts. Amid the upheavals, communities are adjusting to a
new normal, in which mask-wearing has become as commonplace as seatbelt use and digital
temperature checks are a routine part of entering public buildings.
Even as the frenzy of emergency responses begins to subside, the emergent forms of surveillance that have accompanied this new normal persist. As a consequence, societies face new
questions about how to manage the monitoring systems created in response to the virus,
what processes are required in order to immunize populations, and what new norms the systems have generated. How they answer these questions will have long-term impacts on civil
liberties, governance, and the role of technology in society. The systems implemented amid
the public health emergency could jeopardize individual freedoms and exacerbate harms to
already vulnerable groups, particularly if they are adapted to operate as permanent social
management tools. At the same time, growing public awareness about the impact of public
health technologies could also provide a catalyst for strengthening democratic engagement
and demonstrating the urgency of improving governance systems. As the world transitions in
and out of pandemic crisis modes, there is an opportunity to think broadly about strengthening public health systems, policymaking, and the underlying structure of our social compacts.
The stakes are high: an enduring lesson from history is that moments of crisis often recast the
roles of governments and the rights of individuals. In this moment of flux, the Social Science
Research Council calls on policymakers, technologists, data scientists, health experts, academics, activists, and communities around the world to assess the implications of this transformation and seize opportunities for positive social change. The Council seeks to facilitate a shift
from reactive modes of crisis response to more strategic forms of deliberation among varied
stakeholders. As such, it has convened discussions and directed research in order to better understand the intersection of governance and technologically enabled surveillance in conditions
of public health emergencies. Through these activities, the Council aims to provide analysis
that can help foster societies that are more resilient, democratic, and inclusive and can, therefore, better withstand future crises.
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“Moments of crisis often
recast the roles of governments
and the rights of individuals.”

With these goals in mind, the Council convened a crossdisciplinary, multinational group of experts in the summer of
2020 to survey the landscape of human rights and social justice
with regard to technologically driven public health practices. The
resulting group—the Public Health, Surveillance, and Human
Rights (PHSHR) Network—raised a broad range of questions

about governance, social inequalities, data protection, medical systems, and community
norms: What rules should govern the sharing of personal health data? How should the efficacy of public health interventions be weighed against the emergence and expansion of
new forms of surveillance? How much control should multinational corporations have in designing and implementing nations’ public health technology systems? These are among the
questions that pushed members to think beyond traditional professional, geographic, and
intellectual boundaries.
The PHSHR Network developed a mode of discussion that paired big-picture, comparative
thinking with concrete analyses of specific contexts and issues. A wide range of technological
responses have emerged to combat the pandemic, from health-check apps and wearable devices to thermal cameras and facial-recognition temperature checks to screen for access to
public places. Many of the core challenges of the pandemic’s ‘new normal’ have come to the
fore in debates about contact tracing, a public health intervention that shows the trade-offs
between community interests and individual rights. While contact tracing has been around
for centuries, new forms of digital tracing use tools such as Bluetooth and geolocation data to
track an infected individual’s proximity to others (see: Manual Contact Tracing and Digital
Contact Tracing).
The new tracing technology carries upsides: it may provide powerful tools for informing individuals at risk of infection, and it can alert exposed individuals more systematically—and,
in some instances, with more privacy—than manual contact tracing. At the same time, digital contact tracing carries downsides and risks: it tends to focus interventions on owners of
smartphones, at the risk of neglecting already vulnerable populations who lack access to such
technologies. It necessitates secure systems for storing and analyzing sensitive health data.
And it requires public trust in technology, corporations, and political systems.
Many of the contact-tracing programs that emerged in response to Covid-19 were created
without clear evidence demonstrating their effectiveness or even explicit standards by which
to evaluate their efficacy. The programs have also raised questions about the consequences
of measurement errors, their effectiveness compared to manual contact tracing, and the utility of “exposure notification” in the absence of more thorough social support services.

MANUAL CONTACT TRACING
Contact tracing is a long-standing public health process that involves the collection and
use of personal information to identify people who may have been exposed to an infectious disease. The information collected may involve sensitive data, such as health status,
personal contacts, and daily whereabouts. As a result, contact tracing inevitably raises
questions about privacy—questions such as:
•
•
•
•
•

What information is collected and by whom?
How long is the information retained?
Who has access to the information?
How is the information used?
How much agency do individuals have within contact-tracing systems?

Manual contact tracing has been used since at least the mid-nineteenth century in Europe
and for nearly a century in the United States to locate and notify individuals who have interacted with someone who has tested positive for an infectious disease. Traditionally, locating and monitoring functions were performed in person, which gave rise to the moniker
“shoe-leather epidemiology.” Manual contact tracing involves identifying and interviewing
a person who is carrying a virus to identify those with whom that person had recently been
in contact, informing those contacts, and repeating the process.
Manual intervention has been effective at controlling the spread of Ebola, SARS, HIV, and
other infectious diseases, but the approach has limitations. It is time consuming and
labor intensive, and its effectiveness depends on human memory to reconstruct contacts and potential exposures.I While the methodology can give people more control over
sharing their information than digital contact tracing, individuals can also undercut the
effectiveness of public health measures. In New York City, for example, it is estimated that
only two out of every five people with the virus shared information with contact tracers.II
Further, manual contact tracing does not preclude privacy risks. Information collected can
be disclosed to other people and institutions, causing material harm and undermining
trust.III Information collection may be more comprehensive than necessary, and intensive
collection can create greater risk of loss of anonymity or data reuse.IV Relying on institutions to collect information and alert potentially infected contacts also creates power
imbalances between individuals and institutions that, at times, can be as strong as mandating participation in contact-tracing efforts.V
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“Designing effective social interventions requires constant
recalibration, conscientious
governance, and a commitment to justice.”

Digital contact tracing provides one obvious entry point for the
discussion of the stakes of technologically enabled public health
surveillance. However, the questions raised by these tools are
not just about specialized apps designed for this particular crisis. They are linked to larger social issues about the role of technology in improving population health and supporting rights and
liberties more generally. Surveying the existing landscape of the
varied global responses to the pandemic, including programs like

contact tracing, allows us to better identify the implications and contexts of particular policy
choices and to create a foundation for more informed responses in the future.
The Council has established several goals in this analysis of pandemic responses:
•

Improve health justice by advancing principles for access to public health resources in a manner free from unbridled surveillance

•

Identify strategies for responsible use of technology in public health crises

•

Frame issues for future inquiry and research about the balance of privacy and
rights with public health efficacy

In advancing these goals amid the pandemic, this report is both grounded in the present
moment and forward-looking. This report does not seek to offer a comprehensive guide
to particular technologies or policy responses. Instead, it maps a range of social fault lines
and data-related challenges that the pandemic has raised. In the process, it highlights some
emerging best practices and lessons learned that can guide future emergency responses.
These include:
•

Renewal of social compacts

•

Consultation and collaboration

•

Transparency

•

Data minimalism

•

Efficacy criteria and assessments

None of these strategies represent silver-bullet solutions to emergencies. Instead, the principles that emerged from the work of the PHSHR Network underscore that designing effective
social interventions requires constant recalibration, conscientious governance, and a commitment to justice.

DIGITAL CONTACT TRACING
Digital contact-tracing programs bring into sharp relief some of the tensions between
protecting individual privacy and safeguarding the right to health. The technologies—
defined as efforts that rely significantly on digital tools to collect data and notify contacts
regarding exposure to infected persons—have created new methods for conducting
contact tracing, which carry the potential to improve health outcomes. Technology can
automate all or part of contact-tracing efforts. For example, automated contact tracing
uses technologies like smartphones or wearables to passively record where someone
has been or with whom they have been in contact. It uses that information to identify
potential contacts if the person becomes infected with the novel coronavirus. Proponents
of automated approaches argue they have the potential to scale to large populations
quickly, identify at-risk individuals rapidly, and are more accurate than human memory.
In some societies, participation in contact-tracing systems is mandatory, not voluntary.
In Thailand and Malaysia, for example, participation in digital-hybrid contact tracing was
a requirement to end lockdowns. In Singapore, participating in digital-hybrid contact
tracing is required to enter places like supermarkets, schools, and offices.VI There are also
a wide range of subnational uses of digital contact tracing.
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II. PROCESS
Beginning in June 2020, the Council convened a network of 40 experts to identify emerging
issues related to public health, surveillance, and privacy in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. Members came from diverse geographic contexts and fields, and they included people
working on the front lines of various aspects of pandemic responses—South Korean and Australian legal scholars, Silicon Valley technologists, US and UK health experts, Thai and US data
justice advocates, and Swedish and UK social researchers, to name just a few.1 The group met
weekly for two months to share perspectives on critical global challenges and opportunities
that have arisen due to the pandemic.
The Council facilitated the PHSHR Network by providing a series of research briefings on surveillance issues related to the pandemic. These primers—which ranged from historical and
comparative reviews of privacy norms and contact-tracing approaches in North America, Asia,
Australia, and Europe to a survey of pandemic responses across the continent of Africa—
informed the Network’s deliberation (see Appendix).
The effort was made possible by a partnership with the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation, the Ford Foundation, and the Henry Luce Foundation. Together with these partners, the Council has committed to mapping the risks, challenges, and opportunities posed
by the public health surveillance crucial to stemming the pandemic. This report represents an
initial step in disseminating the Network’s discussions, raising awareness, sparking debate,
engaging policymakers, and encouraging research about the changing role of technology in a
post-pandemic society.
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III. CONTEXT: THE POLITICS OF SURVEILLANCE
Governments around the world have experimented with restrictions on civil liberties, ranging
from mild to draconian, with the stated aim of protecting the health of their communities
during the pandemic. The result has been a bevy of “experiments” and the development of
techniques that will remain in governments’ arsenals, according to political scientist Adam
Przeworski. In the future, governments “may or may not use what they will have learned, but
they will have learned.”2
A resounding lesson from history is that governments do not easily relinquish powers they
acquire during emergencies. Therefore, such emergencies represent critical junctures to
assess lessons learned, adapt policy, and challenge troubling trends. Further, technologies
marshaled in response to the global pandemic threaten to accelerate the concerning normalization of surveillance and technological encroachments on civil liberties around the world.
Already, some governments have allowed information gathered for public health purposes to
be accessed by law enforcement or intelligence services.3
Amid the Covid-19 crisis, governments have placed extraordinary limits on liberties and rights.
Some of the most obvious have involved restrictions of mobility—stay-at-home and lockdown
measures, border closures, curfews, and bans on international travelers, for example. In a few
nations, including the United States, masking mandates have spurred controversy and resistance in the name of freedom.
Technologically enabled public health measures augmented these restrictions and have included a variety of approaches to require information disclosures from citizens. For example,
in South Korea, the government can criminally prosecute and fine people suspected of having
Covid-19 who refuse to take diagnostic tests. Singapore’s contact-tracing program, TraceTogether, links phone numbers with interaction data based on Bluetooth signals, and is required
to enter some workplaces, schools, healthcare facilities, and other public spaces.4
These apps generate data that is valuable for public health but may also be commodified and
used in an unintended fashion. Major data-gathering initiatives typically require partnerships
between governments and private companies to create new digital infrastructure, develop
software, and manage data collection. In many jurisdictions, government-corporate partnerships unfold with little accountability or transparency, raising questions about who ultimately
owns the data and how it will eventually be used. The dramatic expansion of data gathering
in response to Covid-19 has intensified many concerns about the threat of surveillance to
individual freedoms.
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“Amid the Covid-19 crisis,
governments have placed extraordinary limits on liberties
and rights.”

The advancement of public health has always required balancing between community oversight and the exercise of rights and
liberties. However, how to best negotiate the tradeoffs between
protecting the public and safeguarding individual freedoms is
rarely clear and depends on the culture, laws, and privacy contexts of a particular community. How do local laws define individual and community privacy? How much value do institutions

and community traditions place on that right? What past experiences have framed a society’s
approach to privacy and public health?
A broad international consensus affirms the existence of a right to privacy, but national legal traditions vary markedly in their interpretations of privacy (see: Global Privacy Norms).
These different norms have a profound effect on how governments model public health systems and what kinds of extraordinary measures are deemed appropriate during a crisis.
Pandemic Precedents for the ‘New Normal’
On-the-ground examples of how different nations have navigated public health surveillance
and data management amid the pandemic are instructive. Nations learn from prior public
health crises. While these experiences may make them more prepared for future pandemics, they may also usher in permanent transformations to rights and liberties. Ebola, HIV,
malaria, and MERS represent just a few recent crises that have influenced nations’ responses
to Covid-19.
South Korea provides a prime example. After the country became ground zero of MERS in
2015, the government drew criticism for its ineffective response to the outbreak. Subsequently, it developed a more strategic response, the Infectious Disease Control and Prevention Act (IDCPA). The 2015 law, which was later amended to address Covid-19, lays out a
number of public rights and government responsibilities. It establishes that the public has
the right to know about the spread of infectious diseases and a right to receive diagnoses
and treatments at the government’s expense. The law also grants the government additional
powers and conveys new obligations, such as the ability to shut down risky events or venues
and the duty to disinfect dangerous sites.5 The statute established amid the MERS outbreak
allows the government to collect vast amounts of personal data without subjects’ consent or
judicial warrant. CCTV footage, cell phone records, geolocation information, and credit card
receipts are among the data sources authorized.6
The legal framework created amid MERS impacted South Korea’s Covid-19 response. As of
January 2021, the nation has seen less than 1,500 Covid-related deaths in a country of over
51 million, and it has avoided some of the severe lockdown measures that many countries

GLOBAL PRIVACY NORMS
The United Nations established an explicit “right to privacy” in the Declaration of Human
Rights in 1948, which was codified in the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights in 1966. As new digital technologies created a host of privacy-related challenges,
the UN General Assembly passed a resolution in 2013 to establish “the right to privacy
in the digital age.”VII As of January 2021, 145 countries have data privacy laws meeting
minimum international standards. But a sampling of different national traditions reveals
that a one-size-fits-all approach to digital privacy and public health technology cannot
accommodate the range of global understandings of privacy rights.
The United Kingdom and the European Union have adopted a general legal framework
for data privacy that can be adapted to different sectors, such as medicine or financial
services. The 2016 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is the prevailing standard
within the European Union and has influenced the privacy standards of many nations
around the world. The GDPR uses a risk-based, context-specific approach. As a general
rule, it does not allow collection of individuals’ health data without explicit consent, except under specific conditions related to safeguarding the public interest.
Legal traditions in the United States tend to regulate privacy sector by sector and hold
health data as the most comprehensively regulated. The Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) is the primary piece of national legislation that
regulates health data in the US. HIPAA creates standards for proper storage, use, and
transmission of personal health information.VIII For example, HIPAA restricts healthcare
providers’ sharing of information to the extent minimally necessary for treatment, payment, or healthcare operations.IX
Around the world, nations have adopted a wide range of approaches to safeguarding
privacy. The GDPR has influenced new data privacy regulations in a number of countries,
such as India and Japan.X But considerable variance exists. For example, cybersecurity
laws in China involve the principle of sovereignty, such that some types of “critical” infrastructure involved in gathering or creating personal information must be stored in China.XI
These differences help explain why some nations have mandated the downloading of
contact-tracing programs, while others rely on voluntary models.
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adopted.7 Some people credit the nation’s effective pandemic response to the implementation of surveillance provisions and its vigorous early testing efforts.8
South Korea’s approach to surveillance and enforcement is not without criticism. The country’s
National Human Rights Commission condemned the publication of detailed personal data—but not
necessarily the collection of it.9 And some international observers have also raised concerns about
the privacy risks.10 Nonetheless, polls of South Korean citizens suggest the public largely supports the
government’s approach.11
The Ebola and HIV crises in different parts of Africa have also shaped nations’ responses to Covid-19.
For example, several African nations have adopted a militarized approach to combating the virus and
imposed harsh lockdowns—some of which led to more initial deaths from police violence than from the
virus itself.12 West African countries like Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Guinea activated tracking, tracing, and
isolation methods honed during the 2014 Ebola outbreak.13
Even though the United States lacks extensive recent experience with a pandemic, several healthrelated emergencies spurred the creation of legal precedents that have affected US Covid-19 responses.
The nation’s legal foundations for crisis-related data sharing emerged after the September 11, 2001
attacks and Hurricane Katrina. Both events necessitated new forms of information exchange among
medical providers that raised concerns about potential violations of individual privacy. In addition,
concerns about bioterrorism after September 11 prompted the government to build a new infrastructure for sharing medical data between hospitals and public health agencies. The National Syndromic
Surveillance Program (NSSP) was designed to consolidate the collection of health information into a
nationwide, cross-sector system.14 Funding for the NSSP languished, however, and by the time Covid-19
emerged, only 70 percent of US hospitals were providing data to the national system.15 Underfunding
and low usage of the system contributed to the nation’s decentralized response.16
As these historical examples reveal, emergency responses have reframed rights and patterns of governance, often in ways unanticipated by their creators and unforeseen in their original contexts. Given
the importance of historical precedents in shaping future responses, this report reflects on Covid-19
responses and considers the way that associated policies have impacted governance, social justice, and
the protection of individuals.
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IV. INEQUALITIES IN HEALTH
Vulnerable populations have been hit hardest by the global pandemic. One study estimated
that in the United States, residents of poorer, substantially non-white counties are nearly
eight times more likely to be infected with Covid-19 than residents of poorer, substantially
white counties.17 Likewise, in the United Kingdom, the Covid-19 mortality rate among Black
African or Black Caribbean people was two and a half times higher than the rate for white
individuals in the first part of 2020.18
Pandemic-related inequality extends much further than just the likelihood of becoming infected. In parts of the world already grappling with food insecurity, the economic downturn unleashed by the pandemic has brought new levels of malnutrition and hunger. The
United Nations World Food Program expects the number of people experiencing lifethreatening food insecurity in the developing world to nearly double in a single year amid
the pandemic.19 Pandemic responses threaten to do further harm to already disenfranchised
groups if greater consideration is not given to the burdens imposed by physical isolation, the
digital divide, surveillance exposure, and humanitarian risks.
For many, physical isolation—one of the most common ways to minimize Covid-19 exposure—
is not possible. Essential workers such as healthcare providers and public transit employees
must share space with other people to provide important services. Quarantining may place
disproportionate burdens on those who cannot work from home or who do not have the
financial or social resources to remain isolated. As those who cannot physically isolate may
disproportionately live in under-resourced neighborhoods and in more crowded conditions,
the effect of prior vulnerabilities is exacerbated.20
Throughout the health crisis, digital divides have magnified social inequalities on both global
and local scales. Smartphones have become vital technologies for accessing social resources
and gaining visibility to policymakers.21 Yet more than half the world’s population lacks smartphone access. Further, within rich nations, the unequal patterns of smartphone access result
in neglecting or underserving demographics such as the poor and elderly.22 In Singapore, a
TraceTogether wearable device was devised to create a notification system for populations
less likely to have smartphones; however, the technology carries the risks of continuous surveillance.23 Thus, the potential gains of digital contact tracing, such as exposure notification,
tend to be distributed unequally and create additional challenges for those who already lack
access to social resources.
Marginalized groups are subject to more surveillance beyond public health systems. In the
United States, poorer individuals must share information in order to access public resources,
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“Pandemic responses threaten
to do further harm to already
disenfranchised groups.”

such as food aid, public housing, or Covid-19 testing, and police
disproportionately surveil Black and brown communities. Already
surveilled groups may be unable to opt out of medical tracking
and other surveillance systems. In Singapore, for example, migrant workers were required to download the nation’s contact
tracing application, TraceTogether, in order to go to work. The

government has made it a crime for those who test positive for Covid-19 to refuse to assist
the Ministry of Health in mapping their movement. The regulations require migrant workers
to use the app, and this mandate comes in the context of enduring racism and xenophobia
toward Indian and Bangladeshi workers.24 Responses to the pandemic have intensified the
data burden on groups that were already at risk of intrusive monitoring.
Also troubling are the risks of “humanitarian surveillance.”25 African nations have long served
as sites of experimentation among aid agencies, academic researchers, technology developers, and others seeking to improve crisis responses. Although there have been many humanitarian technology success stories, successes are accompanied by failures in mission
creep, privacy, and data security. Prior to Covid-19, experiments around disease surveillance
using mobile phone data were used to tackle malaria in Zanzibar and Namibia, for example.26 The interventions raised complex questions about data security and privacy that have
returned during the present pandemic.27 Calls from humanitarian organizations, academics,
and journalists to aggregate sensitive mobile phone call detail records during the Ebola epidemic in West Africa overstated the value of the technological intervention and elided the
rights and legal consequences of data sharing.28 Further, the involvement of corporations
and for-profit entities in such tracking efforts risks further privatizing public health systems
and commodifying healthcare. Under this transformation of the social compact, members of
under-resourced communities are compelled to submit to constant surveillance in exchange
for access to medical services.
Vulnerable groups may have legitimate reasons to evade surveillance and distrust government institutions. Many have experienced disproportionate punishments outside the legal
system and, as a result, seek to avoid encounters with government agencies and law enforcement. Fears of deportation or job loss can also create distrust and undercut the effectiveness
of public health responses. Contact tracers in Los Angeles found that, owing to fear, in a typical week, nearly one-third of Covid-positive individuals did not respond to phone calls, and
more than half refused to provide names of contacts.29
Improving pandemic responses will require accounting for the varied impacts of the virus on
vulnerable populations and a better understanding of the ways in which health interventions
have exacerbated existing inequalities and privacy concerns.
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V. CHALLENGES IN GOVERNANCE
Governments around the world have been confronted with the difficult task of meeting the public health emergency posed by Covid-19 while also protecting civil liberties, preventing injustice,
bolstering economies, and sustaining the institutions necessary for democratic societies.30 Liberties are never absolute, and the policies instituted to address the current crisis frequently restrict
rights to privacy, freedom of movement, and freedom of assembly—which may in turn restrict
religious practice, political organizing, and the ability to avoid profiling and discrimination.31
Conversely, government inaction—protecting individual liberties rather than implementing
pandemic responses—can infringe on the human right to health.32 In the scramble to navigate
a path between the two extremes of imperiling public health and suppressing liberties, many
governments struggled to find an appropriate balance.
A common challenge has involved how best to implement contact-tracing programs and
other public health ordinances quickly and at large scales. Mandatory compliance with policies such as mask-wearing and mobility restrictions have been common, and many governments have taken the additional step of criminalizing noncompliance. Many countries have
used fines to enforce a variety of public health measures, such as quarantine orders and contact-tracing cooperation. Israel, for example, issued fines equivalent to USD$140 for failure
to comply with lockdown measures.33 Australia has issued fines for USD$1,150 for breaching
lockdown orders.34 In March 2020, the Polish government required quarantined individuals
to upload selfies to an app to demonstrate compliance with lockdown orders or face fines up
to USD$1,100.35 South Korea may issue fines of up to USD$8,100, jail time for citizens, or deportation for non-citizens for violating self-quarantine rules.36 Imprisonment is an especially
troubling enforcement mechanism, as incarcerated populations are among the most vulnerable to contracting Covid-19.37
Compliance can be instituted not just in terms of legal mandates, but also in measures that
predicate the delivery of social services on compliance with data collection. In India, for example, installation and use of the Aarogya Setu app is putatively voluntary. Yet the app is necessary for daily life. Government workers and many employees of private companies could
face job loss for refusing to use it. Privacy experts also worry about businesses’ reliance on
contact-tracing applications and third-party facial recognition thermometers as a condition
for entering spaces such as supermarkets, malls, schools, and doctor’s offices.
The rise of criminalization and militarization of some nations’ pandemic responses have heightened concerns about eroding civil liberties. Political leaders often frame discourse about the
pandemic in terms of military or national security, and the framing invites the involvement of
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police and military actors. In the Philippines, police conducted house-to-house searches to identify people with Covid-19 and bring them to isolation facilities, under threat of imprisonment for
failing to cooperate.38 The president also used pandemic-related emergency powers in order to
pass an anti-terrorism bill that allows suspects to be detained without a judge’s approval for up
to two weeks.39 Military responses are also troubling to the extent that they prioritize an inwardlooking security focus at the expense of international cooperation.
Public health surveillance technologies are also susceptible to exploitation for political gain.
Some authoritarian regimes, for example, have used health technology sourced through intermediaries to surveil, target, harass, and, in some cases, imprison journalists and members
of opposition groups. Zimbabwe passed a statute that enabled imprisonment of people circulating pandemic-related “information deemed false by the government,” and the law has been
used to sanction journalists and political opponents.40 Pandemic responses in China, Guinea,
and Ethiopia have included limitations on public access to information through bans of social
media and other technologies and websites.41
The pandemic has also motivated greater use of controversial facial recognition technologies
in China, Russia, Zimbabwe, and the United States, among other places. Widespread use of
these technologies could normalize programs that are “deeply intrusive” and enable “widespread and bulk monitoring, collection, storage and analysis of sensitive personal data without individualized reasonable suspicion,” according to Natalia Zviagina, director of Amnesty
International’s Moscow Office.42
The problem lies not only with authoritarian governments; democratic regimes around the
world have exploited pandemic-related information collection and other powers for political gain. In the United States, for example, pandemic responses were often shaped to meet
partisan ends, such as suspending abortions by categorizing them as nonessential medical
procedures, loosening environmental regulations, and using quarantine in border control.43
Governments may also use the pandemic as a pretext to collect data that could be misused
in the future. In New York, when Covid-19 testing capacity could not meet the high demand of
residents, people could be prioritized for testing if they admitted to attending a protest. Civil
rights advocates also claimed that law enforcement used pandemic measures as a pretext
to limit protests.44 The measures have troubling implications in the context of growing government surveillance of demonstrations by the Movement for Black Lives in response to the
police killings of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor, among many others.
Addressing a contagious and deadly pandemic is paramount, but governments can abuse
the powers granted to them for political advantage by suppressing the rights and liberties
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of residents. Companies and other nongovernmental actors may similarly use pandemic response as a pretext for commercial gain unless societies are mindful about what information
is collected, by whom, and for what purposes—and when this data should be relinquished
or deleted.

VI. DATA PROTECTION
In order to design effective pandemic responses, policymakers need information quickly and
at large scales. However, widespread, coordinated data collection can also subject individuals to many forms of discrimination and mistreatment if that information is misused. While
strong security measures are essential for protecting individual rights and privacy, responsible data collection involves much more than just security from data breaches.
The challenges are multinational and multisectoral. Successful data protection aligns the interests of states, private corporations, and individuals for the benefit of all; however, when
the equilibrium is disrupted, individuals’ privacy—and particularly data protections for vulnerable groups—tends to suffer.
For example, state actors and private companies can pool their resources to create vast processing systems to serve public health interests. The pandemic has already given rise to partnerships between governments and multinational corporations that raise questions about
transparency and accountability. For example, Huawei has provided artificial intelligence–
backed surveillance technologies to Botswana, Ghana, Uganda, Rwanda, Ivory Coast, Mauritius, Nigeria, South Africa, Algeria, Kenya, Morocco, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.45 And widespread
use of programs from Apple and Google in the Global South has prompted backlash against
a new “data colonialism” from the Global North.46
Private corporations can also work at cross-purposes from state interests, to the detriment of
the public good. Given their resources and capabilities in technology development, businesses
have played an essential role in building data-collection tools needed to launch pandemic
responses. However, health information collected in these efforts can easily be misused for
profiteering when combined with targeted advertising programs, price-discrimination algorithms, or insurance assessments that may result in denials of coverage. The state of North
Dakota offered a prime example with its Care19 contact-tracing app. Although users were
told their privacy was secured, the app actively shared location and unique identifier data, as
well as smartphone users’ personal information, with at least three technology companies,
including Google and Foursquare.47
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In order to avoid the risks of ceding control to a foreign multinational corporation, France
developed a proprietary app; however, the app cannot implement its full functionality due
to the restrictions Apple places on access to iPhone Bluetooth data. “Why are Google and
Apple dictating how European democracies fight coronavirus?” asked Latvian government
advisor Ieva Ilves in an editorial highlighting the tension between state interests and multinational corporations.48
The converse situation also poses a risk: states can leverage their power over companies
for outcomes neither intended nor desired by the businesses themselves—and in ways
that harm individual rights. For example, developers of Thailand’s contact-tracing app, Mor
Chana, withdrew from cooperation with the government in January 2021 following concerns
that the program was not being implemented transparently or in ways that would serve the
public interest.49
The social risks are compounded when governments collect datasets that are increasingly
large and feature-rich. “Big data” can be especially helpful for improving tasks such as syndromic surveillance, when critical input variables—such as symptoms associated with a new
illness—are not known at the outset. Yet massive, complex datasets also increase the capacity
for data to be used beyond its initial purpose, which increases the risk of data misuse. For
example, combining contact-tracing data with credit card activity offers granular information
that could jeopardize civil liberties—and may not improve health outcomes, given that geolocation data does little to stem the pandemic in the absence of public health measures that
provide more support to exposed persons.50
As many nations recalibrate public health needs amid vaccine rollouts, they will face longterm questions about how to adjust and dismantle the technology and surveillance infrastructures created to track Covid-19 exposure. The threat of “mission creep” and misappropriation
of public health data is neither abstract nor speculative. In January 2021, the Singapore government acknowledged that data from TraceTogether could be accessed by law enforcement
to support criminal investigations, despite earlier assurances that data would only be used if
an individual tested positive.51 The acknowledgement prompted public outcry and resulted in
subsequent legislation that limits access to contact-tracing data to specific cases involving “serious offenses,” such as kidnapping or terrorism.52 As the Singapore example demonstrates,
surveillance infrastructures can be repurposed, thereby compounding the challenges of ensuring public- and private-sector accountability.
In mounting technological responses to the pandemic, state actors and private entities can
serve as allies or opponents of individual rights, depending on the alignment of interests and
needs. The global health crisis has generated new urgency to ensuring that configurations
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of public-private power continue to protect individual rights and the interests of vulnerable
groups in particular.

VII. BUILDING A BETTER POST-PANDEMIC FUTURE
In the face of these challenges, some responses to the pandemic have also given reason for
optimism. Crisis conditions can create opportunities to rethink the implicit and explicit social
compact in ways that would allow societies to operate more effectively and more justly. While
a one-size-fits-all approach will not accommodate the diversity of global privacy and public
health needs, several basic principles and insights have emerged that can guide current and
future health emergency responses. These insights vary in complexity and scale. Some are
relatively short-term policy undertakings, while others require adopting new approaches to
leadership and public trust. Nonetheless, they all hold promise for improving social resilience
in the months and years ahead.
1) Renewal of Social Compacts
The pandemic has created an opportunity to rethink the social compacts that connect communities and underlie the legitimacy of governments. In many parts of the world, public trust
in governments, regulatory agencies, and public health messaging has been eroded. Further,
mistrust is unevenly distributed across different demographic groups and political orientations. For example, given well-established past and present abuses, some Black Americans
have expressed understandable skepticism about scientific research and clinical medicine.53
At times, communities mistrust authorities for good reason. However, distrust of information
sources and a lack of shared facts threaten to undercut the effectiveness of public health initiatives, such as the rollout of vaccines.54
Moving forward, it is clear that, in creating a ‘new normal,’ societies can strive for more than
simply repairing pre-existing social compacts. The crisis has created an opportunity to rethink
processes of deliberation, collaboration, technology construction, and democratic governance to build more resilient societies. The principles and processes that emerge from such
deliberation are likely to vary markedly depending on the society, its privacy context, its history, and its values. However, a commonality is that exceptional moments also create opportunities to build new architectures of trust—technical, institutional, and social—that increase
inclusivity and social justice.
2) Consultation and Collaboration
Engaging in local consultation and cross-sector collaboration for the development of public
health measures can support more responsible use of technology. A number of promising
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“Exceptional moments also
create opportunities to build
new architectures of trust—
technical, institutional, and
social—that increase inclusivity and social justice.”

examples of local partnerships emerged in the early months of
the pandemic. For example, the Societal Experts Action Network,
a collaboration between the National Science Foundation and the
National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine in the
United States, connected researchers with local decision-makers,
such as a network of mayors and city officials, who greatly needed
expert information to guide local policy. Likewise, in the United
Kingdom, a group of scientists and researchers formed a nongovernmental network, the Independent Scientific Advisory Group
for Emergencies (or SAGE), to offer reliable information to policymakers and the public.

While academics are accustomed to long-term research cycles and macro-level conclusions,
government officials and policymakers often need much more granular, straightforward information to assess risks. Another working group that included scholars based at the Safra
Center for Ethics and the Global Health Institute, both at Harvard University, developed a
dashboard with a risk map and locally relevant data that could give policymakers tools to
calibrate their public health interventions. Such partnerships underscore the importance of
broadening community connections during the pandemic.
Another promising social model that emerged during the pandemic was a proliferation of
mutual aid groups.55 Thousands of mutual aid societies arose globally to do work that states
are unable or unwilling to do. A scaffolded state, rather than a paternalistic one, could support the work of mutual aid groups by providing funds and other resources. However, these
grassroots organizations were often created in the context of government dysfunction and a
lack of trust in public institutions. Building capacity outside the government can also contribute to confusion by blurring lines between public and private functions and enable states to
abdicate important social services.
Affected communities need to be involved as participants in the process of designing technologies and consulted about their use. Too often, the design of socially essential technologies
proceeds as a top-down process: governments partner with companies; partners create product specifications; and technology companies build products and software. Users might play a
role in downstream testing, but their perspectives do not necessarily inform the fundamental
design of products and services.
Researchers and developers have called for changing the fundamental process of creating
technologies. How can affected groups—marginalized communities in particular—become
co-designers of critical technology? Scholars and practitioners have offered a range of models
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for more equitable design, and a basic principle is that its construction process needs to be
consultative and collaborative from its inception and should involve oversight from the people on whom the technology will have the greatest impacts.56
As valuable as local empowerment is, another lesson from the pandemic is that it cannot
substitute for clear, top-level political leadership, transparent information flows, and advance
planning. High-level coordination is essential for aligning financial investments, policy change,
information gathering, and medical responses, among other priorities. The absence of such
leadership in many nations around the world has resulted in a great variety of community
responses and local engagement, but the devastating death toll of the coronavirus lays bare
that community engagement, on its own, is not enough.
3) Transparency
The principle of transparency is critical to the development of responsible data usage during
a public health crisis. Historically, one way that technologists have promoted transparency
has been by normalizing the publication of the source code for applications. However, revealing the source code for programs such as contact-tracing apps is not sufficient to inform the
public about how the programs are actually used. For example, the Australian government
released the source code for its COVIDSafe app. However, it has not released the server-side
source code, which determines how app-generated data is processed, or the algorithm that
winnows Bluetooth-generated contact data into “proximity data” that is legible to contact tracers. Transparency is not just a technical matter of making code visible. It also involves clear
policies and accountable governance that can instill trust.
True verification of data usage also requires revealing the cloud software and the human
processes of maintenance and updating the application. The organization App Assay, an
independent technology monitoring group, is evaluating leading Covid-19 tracking apps to
evaluate their security, privacy protections, and likely impacts on public health, among other
impacts. Such a system of independent monitoring has the potential to keep public health
technologies more accountable; however, it faces a number of challenges. For example, many
apps release new versions every month, and some of the most popular apps update even
more frequently.57 Different versions can vary dramatically in functionality and impacts. Further, the absence of global standards on data privacy makes it challenging for such organizations to create uniform metrics for evaluating applications used in different countries.
Governments also play a role in ensuring transparency around data collection and usage. Historically, “informed consent” has been a foundational principle governing the ethics of data
collection, research, and policy in many jurisdictions. However, the notion of informed consent becomes increasingly complex in the context of public health and surveillance. Getting
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consent from minors and ensuring that users are truly informed about data risks are among
the challenges that governments as well as nongovernmental organizations, schools, and
businesses must address. Despite these difficulties, a more transparent system is more likely
to gain public trust, and a legal infrastructure that assures people about the privacy of their
data is more likely to support the creation of technologies that can be effective in a public
health crisis.58
4) Data Minimalism
Another principle that undergirds trusted technologies is a desire to be as “light” as possible:
to collect the least amount of data required for public health efficacy and to set purpose limitations surrounding the use of that data. Minimalism should be a foundational principle in
technology that could be used toward surveillance ends in order to limit the potential of negative effects and misuse.59 UNICEF recently issued guidelines for collecting data from children,
who are globally recognized as a vulnerable group, and one of the principles is the collection
of the least amount of data necessary. Such principles can be useful in guiding the construction of health data platforms.60
As the health crisis abates, there is likely to be pressure within some governments to preserve
the complex and costly data-collection machinery created in response to Covid-19. Setting
strict purpose limitations to data that has been collected can help ensure that, even if parts
of the digital architecture are preserved, individual rights are protected and data already collected will be less subject to misuse.
One strategy for minimizing incursions on privacy involves policies that create mandatory
standards for the expiration of data. Requiring “sunset clauses” can reduce risks that crisis-era
surveillance practices become normalized. Such policies also encourage policymakers to renew discussions about the use of surveillance technologies. In April 2020, the European Union
published guidelines about maintaining data protections amid the pandemic, placing responsibility on leaders and developers to review data collections and ensure that data expires once
the needs do not justify the risks of its retention.61 Sunsetting can be accomplished through
technological design. Programmers can create code that builds sunsetting into technological
platforms by requiring the deletion of data after it expires.
5) Efficacy Criteria and Assessments
A major challenge associated with contact-tracing programs was that, in the hasty rollout of
new technologies associated with a global health crisis, neither politicians nor technology
makers established clear guidelines for evaluating the effectiveness of interventions or assessing the harms they could cause. Stakeholders had little sense of who could evaluate a
technology’s efficacy, based on what standards, and according to what timeline.
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Lack of discussion around these points has prompted civil society and rights advocates to
call for greater transparency and public deliberation about the criteria for evaluating Covidrelated technologies, particularly in terms of their impacts on vulnerable populations.62 Further discussion is needed, not only about what those standards are, but also the processes
and timelines for determining them.
Ongoing assessment and proportionality testing—comparing the risks of a new technology
with its social benefits—are additional strategies for minimizing unnecessary incursions
on privacy and social freedoms. In the early months of the pandemic, many governments
launched contact-tracing programs without long-term strategies for managing and dismantling them. By contrast, the Norwegian government periodically monitored the impacts of its
digital contact-tracing program, Smittestopp. After one evaluation, it concluded that the risks
to privacy and security were not proportionate with the value of the data it collected, and
the program was suspended.63 Such proportionality tests could provide a way to assess and
monitor the efficacy and impacts of pandemic responses and strengthen public trust around
technological interventions.

VIII. AREAS OF FURTHER INQUIRY
The pandemic has renewed the urgency of improving interdisciplinary, multisector, and transnational inquiry, as many of the core questions related to pandemic response and future
public health planning require thinking beyond the traditional parameters of siloed fields. In
particular, greater connections are needed to improve public health knowledge among technologists, scholars of technology and data, and policy advocates.
Researchers have a unique potential in the months and years ahead to help make sense of
pandemic-related changes and give decision-makers the tools to create better policies. The
research to-do list is vast. In order to equip the public with better understandings of the pandemic era, the following list identifies several particularly promising avenues of inquiry.
1) Understanding Technology in Crisis
What is the role of technology in shaping policy, particularly in dynamic situations like pandemics and responses to catastrophic events? How do we develop robust processes for answering
questions with data, including the necessary multisector collaborations? Research is needed
to evaluate the proliferation of technology-oriented responses that emerged at the height
of the pandemic. Such investigations would also strengthen research partnerships among
computer scientists, data specialists, and sociologists, for example, seeking collaboratively to
understand connections between different information architectures and social responses.
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2) Technology and the Nation State
What is the relationship between national sovereignty and data collection and analysis? How
can states guarantee protection of individual rights, given that the private sector typically
mediates data collection? Technology companies are largely unaccountable to democratic
processes, and this lack of accountability raises questions about whether companies have the
legitimacy to intervene in global public health crises without additional regulatory constraints
and governance structures. Pandemic-related partnerships between the public and private
sectors have also raised questions about national security vulnerabilities and the ultimate
ownership of sensitive health data. This research agenda would consider the relationships
among different legal jurisdictions, transnational corporate structures, nationalist sentiment,
and technology.
Emerging research is beginning to investigate different national strategies for responding to
the crisis and assess the effectiveness of various policies. One such study led by researchers
at Harvard, Cornell, and Arizona State Universities compares Covid-19 responses across different countries and classifies the outcomes in terms of control, consensus, or chaos.64 Such
research could better prepare future decision-makers to understand the tradeoffs and implications of different interventions.
3) Crisis, Trust, and Inequality
The impacts of the pandemic on poor and vulnerable communities will likely continue and
possibly even intensify in the coming months, in terms of job losses, lack of access to medical
care, and food insecurity. In many parts of the world, vulnerable communities have legitimate
and long-standing reasons for distrusting political authorities. What policy and community
responses best protected marginalized groups during the pandemic? This research agenda
would shed light on the economic dimensions of the public health crisis and its disproportionate impact on different demographic groups. Research is also required that interrogates
the relationship between technological surveillance and community trust, as well as the role
technology plays in reinforcing or diminishing trust in public institutions.
4) Privacy after the Pandemic
An unprecedented amount of health data is now collected by and shared between private
platforms. How can we ensure privacy protections and safeguard individual rights while promoting effective health policy and equitable health outcomes? Can those protections enable
the sharing of enough information to mitigate public health risks? This line of inquiry would
illuminate the underlying assumptions in the presumed tensions among protecting public
health, preserving privacy, and ensuring equity.
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5) Mapping Networks of Collaboration
What platforms or networks are needed to deepen work and strengthen collaboration among
public health experts, social researchers, technologists, and civil liberties and human rights
organizations? Around the world, new partnerships and networks emerged to fill voids in policymaking and threat assessments. Even as political tensions escalated between nations such
as the United States and China, greater international collaboration and information exchange
was needed to implement effective responses to a global crisis like Covid-19. Researchers can
shed light on the processes for increasing coordination at the international, regional, and local
levels by developing an observatory to map what is transpiring across varied locations as the
foundation for diagnostic and prescriptive research.
The pandemic has also created opportunities to reshape and rethink coordination between
academics and key decision-makers. In many instances, mismatches in the timescale of research, institutional priorities, and funding impeded coordination between researchers and
policymakers. New collaboration could involve changing the timeframes and objectives of
research and making deliverables more accessible to a wider range of audiences.

IX. CONCLUSION
The Social Science Research Council is committed to ongoing deliberation and research into
the social impacts of Covid-19 by working with the Public Health, Surveillance, and Human
Rights Network and other forums. From climate change to interconnected supply chains,
communities around the world face new and often shared vulnerabilities to social shocks.
Because the frequency of these shocks is expected to increase in the years ahead, the Council
seeks to stimulate needed discussion and research about how to improve social resilience.
This report provides analysis, principles, and directions for future inquiry that can guide the
next phases of pandemic responses, vaccine administration, and post-pandemic planning. It
is predicated on the hope that knowledge about past crises can better inform societies’ responses to future emergencies. And it is motivated by the imperative that technological surveillance, social safety, and democratic rights must be balanced to preserve the well-being of
all members of society.
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APPENDIX
The Social Science Research Council provided the following research briefings on
surveillance issues related to the pandemic to members of the Public Health, Surveillance,
and Human Rights Network to inform their discussions:
Primer I | Some Considerations on the Surveillance and Rights Continuum
Primer II | On Privacy and Contact Tracing
Primer III | Rights, Law, and Technology in the State of Emergency—Three Cases
Primer IV | Technology, Surveillance and Rights in Africa during Covid-19
Primer V | Health Data Privacy and Covid-19
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